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Dear readers,
Welcome to September 2021 edition of Executive
Knowledge Lines.
India has a reason to cheer as its economy registered a
double-digit growth in the first quarter of the fiscal year
2021-22. In a positive development for overall GDP growth rate in
India, India’s economic growth has surged to 20.1 per cent in the
April-June quarter of the ongoing financial year of 2021-2022.
The growth has been recorded in spite of the drag caused by
the second and more severe wave of Covid-19 that forced
the majority of states to re-impose localised lockdown and
stop mobility almost completely from late April to early June.
Though the services sector is still in the grip of the difficult times
witnessed from last year, manufacturing and construction sectors
emerged as the key drivers of growth according to the National
Statistical Office (NSO).
The gross domestic product (GDP) had contracted by 24.4 per
cent in the corresponding April-June quarter of 2020-21, as
per the data released by NSO on August 31st. The GDP growth
witnessed in the first quarter of the current fiscal is in line with the
predictions made by rating agencies and analysts and is perceived
generally as a strong sign of economic recovery as the pandemic
has started taking a reverse track.
Meanwhile, it is noteworthy that FDI into India reached US$81.7
billion in FY 2020-21, as per the country’s official sources. The
World Investment Report 2021, released a
couple of months back by UNCTAD, states
that India was the fifth largest FDI recipient
in the world in 2020, with its incoming FDI
rising 27 percent over that in 2019, and
driven by ICT investments. This is another
healthy trend infusing a lot of hopes about
the country’s economic resurgence.
Let us hope our national economy which
had several times in the past eloquently
demonstrated its resilience would register
a robust growth, with all the key sectors
falling back in track during the months
ahead.
We earnestly hope our readers would
find the present edition interesting and
informative.
Happy reading.
www.eklines.com
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EKL welcomes feedback/opinion/suggestions from
esteemed readers.
As a part of our policy of encouraging promising
young writers, EKL solicits contributions from
readers. The article can be on science and
technology/environment/life style/economy/health/
history/economics or other matters of general
interest. The length of the article may be limited to
not more than 1500 words. One article selected by
our Editorial Team will be published in each issue.
Please mail them to ekl.tvm@gmail.com
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International Affairs

Afghanistan Fatigue

T.P.Sreenivasan IFS (Retd.)

The US took four presidents, thousands of lives, a trillion dollars and 20
years to replace the Taliban with the Taliban

D

iplomats, even
extinguished ones,
should not be lost for
words. The multilateral
diplomatic fraternity to which I
belong is particularly adept in
speaking without having anything
to say. But the bewildering
cacophony generated last week on
the events in Afghanistan gave me
a feeling of Afghanistan fatigue.
All that can be said has been said
and what has been left unsaid has
also been deafening. So, soon
after the prophecy of doom made
by climate specialists, the number
of trees which have been cut to
produce the reams of paper to
print the theories, studies and
flights of fancy must have taken
the earth closer to the precipice

8
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of climate chaos and another
page of Afghanistan analysis may
topple it down the abyss.
The narrative has no heroes,
now that Joe Biden has been
turned into a villain. He simply
followed the footsteps of his
two predecessors and his voters,
who wanted American lives
and money saved after losing a
whopping trillion dollars, which
would have been sufficient to
send several billionaires on
eleven-minute journeys to outer
space. American, NATO and
Afghan lives were lost in vain as
there is no evidence of having
covered themselves with glory.
Biden behaved like a true
commander-in-chief who kept
everybody guessing about the
Executive Knowledge Lines

actual movement of his troops.
He announced a deadline in
September, moved it to August
and withdrew in July just to give
the Afghan army to fight the
Taliban for anything ranging
from 90 days to six months. The
unexpected arrival of the Taliban
in Kabul and the mayhem at the
airport did not make him repent
his calculated moves. Donald
Trump, who tried to steal Biden’s
election, is now demanding his
resignation as Biden could not
inspire even an insurrection in
Kabul. Biden is sticking with his
decision, regardless of its fallout
in terms of his average approval
rate falling below 50 per cent. “Joe
Biden’s political honeymoon is
officially over,” proclaimed CNN.
If Joe Biden is the villain, the
Taliban should be the hero. Far
from it. They may have won a
battle to return to power without
having to fight anyone on their
triumphal journey to Kabul from
their trenches and caves. It claims
that it is now a 2.0 version of their
former self, but everyone knows
that a tiger cannot change its
stripes and it cannot alter its DNA.
Women are still in hiding and
Afghans are fleeing the country by
riding on the wings and wheels of
planes. The Taliban cannot win the
hearts of Afghanistan as long as
it is just a grouping of terrorists.
The wise man Lee Kuan Yew said
long ago that the Taliban would
never be able to build a modern
nation. It can only fight and if
there is nothing to fight against in
www.eklines.com

its own country, they will move
to the neighbouring lands. At
best, it can run Afghanistan only
through a coalition with their
erstwhile enemies.
Western media is convinced
that the hero of this saga is
Imran Khan, who knows well
that this is not cricket, but runs
a failed nation and aspires to
create another of the same
category. But how can a man
who has been cheating on the
Americans to feed the Taliban
be a hero except in a theatre
of the absurd? Donald Trump
declared him an unreliable ally
and stopped his payments, but
one trip to China more than
made up for his lost revenue.
He declared that the Taliban has
liberated itself from the shackles
of slavery. Does it mean that
Pakistan would not be a master
to the Taliban anymore? Pakistan
and the Taliban will be co-slaves
of Beijing as key components of
the Belt and Road Initiative drags
them both into eternal debt.
The Americans would have liked
their foster child Ashraf Ghani
to be the hero, but he thought
that he could save his wealth and
health by stealth and took the
long route to Dubai via Tajikistan
and Oman, not to live there,
but to stage a comeback at an
appropriate time to fight the
Taliban. But he should be aware
that the Americans had enough
of Ghani and that they would
not be there with his pay and
allowances. Americans have the
SEPTEMBER 2021
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the airport to reach the promised
land and some of them went
beyond the new frontiers.

habit of changing their payrolls
frequently for the sake of regime
change building democracies
around the world.
The “poor people” of
Afghanistan, in whose name
many horrors have been
committed, should have been
the natural heroes, but they are
in the business of demolishing
empires to fill their graveyards.
Moreover, Joe Biden is very
angry that they did not even
fire a single bullet out of the
mountain of the most modern
and sophisticated weapons that
he had bequeathed to them
even after they settled down in
the presidential palace, to enjoy
the fancy food undisturbed.
Biden did not know that the only
guns that the Afghans could fire
were the ancient AK-47 rifles left
over by the Soviets. They were
wise enough not to engage the
Taliban with weapons with the
user’s manual in chaste American
English. Instead, they rushed to

10
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China appears to be the
emerging hero of the chaotic
drama. It had no boots on the
ground in Afghanistan and it
was not expected to fight a
war. China knew that the real
Afghanistan will be delivered
to them by Pakistan with
the blessings of Russia and
some others. China will bleed
Afghanistan, grab whatever
they can in the form of gold,
diamonds and precious metals.
They will probably operate
through Pakistan without direct
involvement.
India is neither a hero nor a
villain, but a victim regardless.
Pakistan may deploy
unemployed Taliban fighters in
Kashmir. Our contacts with the
Taliban are tentative and the
signals from it are confused.
Talk of peace and normalcy
on one hand and stopping of
trade on the other are ominous,
while India maintains that the
traditional friendship with the
people of Afghanistan will
continue.
The viral wisecrack, “Just
remember that the US took four
presidents, thousands of lives, a
trillion dollars and twenty years
to replace Taliban with Taliban”
made me feel comfortable that
I am not the only one who is
Afghanistan fatigued. Hence, this
non-essay to fill my column.
Executive Knowledge Lines

HUMAN RESOURCES

C O R P O R AT E
M US ING S
A Manager gets acceptance from his
team only when he demonstrates his
character (intention to do the right
thing), competence (knowing how
to do the right thing) and influence
(ability to deliver).
A business may have the best
infrastructure, the best logistics, the
most advanced technology. Through
it all runs a common thread - people
and their leadership. Success or
failure of the business depends
more on this factor than an any
other.
Creativity of human resources is
a real boon to an organization.
Because, it facilitates generation
of new ideas, continuous
improvement of ideas and reaching
unique solutions by making gradual
alterations and refinements to our
works.
The most effective way to eliminate
stress at the work place is to deal
with a situation in a calm and
composed manner, to go beyond
intelligence to introspection and to
become insightful to problems and
situation.

www.eklines.com

A Manager becomes effective
only when he shares power
with his team members. The
more power the Manager
shares with his sub-ordinates,
allowing them to take
initiative, the more influence
he commands.
Smart leaders are aware
that they do not have all
the answers and hence they
empower their people to think
like leaders themselves. When
people so empowered learn
to think on their own, they
become brilliant managers
and leaders and invaluable
assets of the organisation.
Success means more than
money, fame or managing
tasks well ; it is also about
getting the best out of
yourself, gaining respect,
controlling stress and leading
a happy, calm and fulfilling life.
How technology and human
resources are harnessed is
going to decide the future of
organisations.

SEPTEMBER 2021
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Technology

Infusing IPR into the
Technological Landscape:
The Case Study of
Blockchains
Dr. Raju Narayana Swamy IAS

What is a blockchain?

Blockchain also known as
distributed ledger technology
has been defined to be a
decentralized peer-to-peer
network based public encrypted
and immutable digital federated
ledger system. Working like a
shared Google document, the
ledger is a public database
that records transactions in

12
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a permanent fashion and
distributes copies to all relevant
parties without the need for
a third party to authorize the
transaction.
Transactions are recorded
within “blocks” which are
stored on each computer in
the network. As new blocks are
added, they are linked to all
preceding transactions. New
Executive Knowledge Lines

transactions must be validated
by all computers in the network
by checking against all earlier
transactions. As each computer
in the network has its own copy,
security of data is improved and
vulnerability to cyber attacks is
reduced vis-a-vis hitherto used
models wherein data is stored in
a single central location. It is seen
as nearly unhackable because
to change any information on
it, a cyber attack would have to
strike all copies of the ledger
simultaneously.

are also in the pipeline on
SuperCert- an antifraud identity
intelligence blockchain solution
for educational certificates.
The key features of blockchain
technology – decentralization,
integrity and anonymity- make
it applicable to security services,
smart homes, wireless network
virtualization and other different
applications. In fact, the Gartner
Blockchain Spectrum – proposed
by Gartner, the research and
advisory firm- talks about 3
phases : blockchain inspired
solutions (a phase which began
Applications
in 2012 and will last through
the early 2020s) , blockchain
of Blockchain
complete solutions ( expected to
Technology
gain momentum in the market
around 2023) and enhanced
Blockchain is a part of the ever
widening canvass of technological blockchain solutions.
developments which range
The Blockchain- IP
from Artificial Intelligence and
Virtualization to Cloud Computing Interface
and Internet of Things. As a
The main potentials for the
disruptive technology, it is
adoption of blockchain are:
expected to have a profound
impact on the way we live and
(a) Development of a
work. From being the technology fully automated IPR
behind crypto-currencies such
registration process:
as Ethereum (which is a turing
However, it must be admitted
complete blockchain due to its
that it is unlikely that such
programming language called
implementation will be finalized
Solidity) , it has begun to make
within the next 5-10 years
its presence felt in insurance,
even in countries like USA,
health care, voting systems, supply
China, Germany and Japan
chain & logistics, shipping and
that are pioneers of blockchain
other sectors too. For instance,
technology.
India’s NITI Aayog is seriously
deliberating on building a new
(b) Registration without
immunisation infrastructure for
middle man : Today IP
the country- unified and enhanced systems in all jurisdictions are
by blockchain. Discussions
highly dependent on IP offices.
www.eklines.com
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The costs of maintaining and
updating such systems are
considerable. Along with these
costs, a patent registration
application for example often
needs the presence of a counsel
and requires sophisticated
“earlier use” research. If
the costs associated with
these activities are lowered
by implementing a simpler
registration process, the goal
of fostering innovation through
IP laws could be realised much
more effectively. This is exactly
what blockchain technology
attempts to accomplish. Through
this method, the functions
performed by large institutions
could be carried out by simple
smartphone apps and IP right
holders can register their patents
and trademarks in different
countries via easy-to-use mobile
or web apps .
(c) Synchronising

search
database and ensuring
tamper proof data
verification.

(d) Copyright registration
and copyright management
by right holders themselves
: Blockchain can be used to
show evidence of not only
registered but also unregistered
IP rights. In particular, using
blockchain offers a more
effective means of copyright
registration. If a user were to
log into the registration website
using blockchain technology,
registration is possible at any

14
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time and in any place making
it a more efficient registration
process than the agency in
charge of copyright registration
can provide. This should be
read with the fact that though
registration is not mandatory,
the registration certificate is a
prima facie evidence in a court
of law and hence puts the holder
in a position of considerable
advantage.. On the international
front, special mention needs
to be made of the Anne
Copyright Blockchain – a third
party platform that provides
Digital Copyright Identifier
registration services. Anne’s
mobile application, it should be
mentioned here, operates 24x 7.
(e) Searching

Pirated
Content Online : Monitoring
of smart contracts using block
chain can allow the author to
save the work on the chain and
assign a time stamp to the work.
This type of contract can search
for pirated content online. Once
such pirated content is found,
online copy right protection
mechanisms can be triggered.
(f) Trade

mark securing
blockchains: Reports are

galore that companies like
Kbyun .com are working in this
direction. In fact, on the trade
mark front, the most significant
application of blockchain is in
recording prior use (viz) proving
that the mark in question
was used by the claimant at a
certain date. All that is needed
Executive Knowledge Lines

is that the right holder uploads
evidence into the blockchain and
creates an “information chain”
with time stamp of first use of
the mark.

(g) Encrypting trade
secrets: Blockchain technology
uses a hash algorithm ( ie)
it transfers each piece of
information on the chain into a
unique number sequence. As
the recorded information is not
in the form of trade secret but
in the form of hash value, the
specific content of the trade
secret is not exposed at the same
time ensuring that evidence can
be put forth that the file existed
at a certain point of time.

(h) Tracking theft of
trade secrets: Trade secrets

are usually stolen by employees
who thereafter join a competitor
or start their own business.
Proving that the trade secret
had indeed been stolen often
poses an insurmountable task
for the plaintiff. But if blockchain
is used, trace of downloaded
information is left behind
allowing the owner of the trade
secret to locate the source of
theft. This serves as an evidence
in the ensuing legal proceedings.
(i) Getting

patent
protection for
blockchain invention:

Whether a particular block chain
invention is eligible for patenting
in a given jurisdiction will depend
on the particular nature of the
www.eklines.com

invention. For example, applying
generic blockchain technology to
known financial practices will be
hard to protect. But innovations
that apply the technology in
a novel way to change current
financial practices are in all
likelihood patent eligible . It is
also worth mentioning here that
blockchain has attracted patent
trolls.
(j) Establishing

evidence
of first inventorship
in patents and using
distributed ledger
technology for defensive
publication as prior art
to prevent others from
obtaining a patent: This

is an area wherein blockchain
has immense potential. This
can also lead to minimisation of
litigations. A single consolidated
platform can be provided for
patent literature.

(k) Enforcing IP
agreements using smart
contracts: Smart contracts

could be used to establish and
enforce IP agreements such
as licenses. In IP, transactions
such as buying a patent involve
many steps like checking the
assignment and validity of the
patent, negotiating the sale
agreement, executing and
paying the transaction etc. All
these steps can be simplified
using smart contracts. For
instance, companies such as
UJO which is an open platform
that uses block chain technology
SEPTEMBER 2021
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to create a transparent and
decentralised database of rights
and right owners and automates
royalty payments using smart
contracts have already began
to emerge. Evidence that these
ideas are fast catching up can be
seen from Kodak’s launch of a
blockchain-based image rights
management platform and its
own cryptocurrency.
(l Block

chain as a tool to
strengthen IP regime:.

In the context of trademarks,
this could mean when a mark
was first applied for, registered,
first used in trade and when it
was licensed/ assigned. This
could simplify due diligence
exercises that are needed for
IP transactions. Moreover,
collecting information on the use
of the mark in trade/ commerce
on a blockchain based official
mark register would allow the
relevant IP office to be notified
virtually immediately. This
would result in reliable timestamped evidence of actual
use and frequency of use of a
mark in trade both of which are
relevant in proving acquired
distinctiveness/ secondary
meaning or goodwill in a
trademark.
(m) Blockchain for enabling IP
marketplace: Blockchain can
be used as a potential platform
where inventors can place their
inventions/ digital works in
the form of ledgers with short
descriptions thereby acting as an
IP marketplace.

16
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(n) Remote

access to
IP information across
various multinational
offices and collaboration
between IP offices and
WIPO: Maintaining data using
blockchain technology can prove
to be a boon while working as
International Searching Authority
(ISA) / International Preliminary
Examining Authority (IPEA)
and Receiving Office (RO). It
can also come in handy while
collaborating with other IP
offices during prosecution of
IP applications in the backdrop
of schemes such as Patent
Prosecution Highway.

(o) Anti-Counterfeiting
: Coupled with scanable
blockchain-connected tags or
imprints to goods providing
the ability to trace goods on an
immutable blockchain, ledgers
showing relative ownership
or authorized licensees would
enable all persons in the supply
chain to distinguish genuine
products from counterfeit goods.
(p) Applications

in
tandem with AI : In

conjunction with AI, particularly
domain specific AI, blockchain
technology can work wonders.
In the realm of certain IP
assessments such as likelihood
of confusion evaluation in
trademark cases or the existence
of an inventive step assessment
in patent applications, AI-based
software can come in handy. As
yet another example consider
Executive Knowledge Lines

the use of CAD (Computer Aided
Design). Taking a photograph
of a design from three different
angles is sufficient to create
a CAD. Such a CAD could be
uploaded to a block chain based
app that could search the entire
database (comprising all designs
registered in the history of the
IP regime) for similar designs
and the right could be granted
or denied using an AI based
assessment tool..

www.eklines.com

Challenges

The application of blockchain to
IP faces serious challenges from
at least four aspects namely
technical, marketing/business,
behavioural/educational and
legal/regulatory. A major
obstacle to the widespread use
of blockchains is the incredibly
high energy consumption.
Powering all nodes and
simultaneously providing for
adequate cooling facilities for a

SEPTEMBER 2021
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continuous operation becomes
an extensively high energy
consuming process, making
blockchain one of the most
expensive databases. Another
challenge to be addressed is
throughput and band width in the
blockchain network. Compared to
traditional transaction platforms
such as VISA or PayPal, blockchain
is significantly slower at this time.
For example if we examine the
transaction processing capacity
of the Bitcoin blockchain, we
observe that it can handle 2-5
TPS (transactions per second)
as opposed to VISA which
can handle 56000 TPS. True,
numerous alternatives have
been introduced to overcome
this challenge through second
layer technologies (such as Segwit
update to Bitcoin) but we have
miles to go. In particular, the
question that arises is : Is existing
network bandwidth enough for
block chain transactions to do
real-time updates in the systems.

To summarise, even a decade after
its invention, blockchain is still in
its early stages of development
and there are various potential
hurdles to large scale application
of blockchain in the field of IP.
These also include questions of
governing laws and jurisdiction,
apprehensions of enforceability
of smart rights, data security and
privacy concerns not to mention
of reliable rules and definitions for
smart contracts. Despite this in
the context of IP-heavy industries,
blockchain technology offers
possibilities for IP protection &
registration and as evidence, either
at the registry stage or in Court.

But the crucial question will
revolve around collaborations
by industry participants and
blockchain developers across
the globe towards developing
standards and interoperability
protocols. True, some work
has already started under the
aegis of the ISO (International
Organization for Standardization)
Questions of latency/delay in
which is reported to be working
the blockchain network and
on the ICO/TC307 standards
apprehensions of chocking of
for blockchain and distributed
blockchain enabled systems
ledger technologies. But that is
in case of huge number of
only a humble beginning. Only
transactions within a fraction of
when the rules of standardization
a second also arise. How often
are firmly established and are
should the ledger be updated?
available for use by developers
What is the least tolerable
can regulators step in to task of
updating delay that is acceptable? bestowing blockchain with legal
And last but not least, how can
status. Till these efforts bear
we effectively address an attack
fruit, the ambition of block chain
wherein an adversary disallows
technology permeating IP law
a miner’s block from reaching all and practice will at best remain to
other miners for a long time?
be a paper tiger.
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GENERAL KNOWLEDGE

Test
GK

Y
O
U
R

1. What is the name of the
application of investigation and
analysis techniques to gather
and preserve evidence from a
particular computing device
in a way that is suitable for
presentation in a court of law?

10. Who is considered the father
of Economics?

2. Guwahati situated on the
banks of which river?

13. In which country is the
Salzburg Festival held every year?

3. Which is the world’s largest
railway station

14. Yamini Krishna Murthy
is famous for which style of
dancing?

4. Which is the world’s smallest
country?
5. Which Indian state has the
largest number of sugar mills?
6. ‘ Global 500 ‘ awards are given
for the outstanding achievement
in which field?

11. What is common with Nand
Lal Bose, Manjit Bawa and Tyeb
Mehta?
12. Who invented SITAR?

15. What is the full form of URL in
computer science?
16. The Sangai Festival is
celebrated in which State?
17. Who composed the famous
song “Sare Jahan SeAchha”?

7. Which are the common
elements of “NIFE” layer of the
earth?

18. Which country is the largest
producer and exporter of Rubber
in the world?

8. Which state in India is the
major producer of mulberry silk?

19. The concentration of
which gas is highest in our
environment?

9. Which was the first bank with
limited liability managed by
Indians?

20. The term “Slam” is associated
with which sports?
(Answers on page 35)

www.eklines.com
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Heritage Tourism

DHOLAVIRA BECOMES 		
40th WORLD HERITAGE SITE
OF INDIA

D

holavira is an
archaeological site at
Khadirbet in Bhachau
Taluka of Kutch District,
in the state of Gujarat in western
India, which has taken its name
from a modern-day village 1
kilometre (0.62 mi) south of it. This
village is 165 km (103 mi) from
Radhanpur. Also known locally as
Kotada timba, the site contains
ruins of an ancient Indus Valley
Civilization/Harappan city.
Dholavira’s location is on the
Tropic of Cancer. It is one of the
five largest Harappan sites and
most prominent archaeological

20
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N.Vijayagopalan

sites in India belonging to the
Indus Valley Civilization. It is also
considered as having been the
grandest of cities of its time. It
is located on Khadir bet island
in the Kutch Desert Wildlife
Sanctuary in the Great Rann of
Kutch. The 47 ha (120 acres)
quadrangular city lay between
two seasonal streams, the
Mansar in the north and Manhar
in the south.
The site was thought to be
occupied from c.2650 BCE,
declining slowly after about 2100
BCE, and to have been briefly
abandoned then reoccupied
Executive Knowledge Lines

until c.1450 BCE; however, recent
research suggests the beginning
of occupation around 3500 BCE
(pre-Harappan) and continuity
until around 1800 BCE (early part
of Late Harappan period).
The site was discovered in
1967-68 by J. P. Joshi, of the
Archaeological Survey of India
(ASI), and is the fifth largest of
eight major Harappan sites. It
has been under excavation since
1990 by the ASI, which opined
that “Dholavira has indeed added
new dimensions to personality
of Indus Valley Civilisation.” The
other major Harappan sites
discovered so far are Harappa,
Mohenjo-daro, Ganeriwala,
Rakhigarhi, Kalibangan, Rupnagar
and Lothal.
Dholavira was named a UNESCO
World Heritage Site under the
name ‘Dholavira: a Harappan
City’ on 27 July 2021. India’s
nomination of Dholavirat has
been inscribed on UNESCO’s
World Heritage list. India
submitted the nomination dossier
for Dholavira: A Harappan City
to the World Heritage Centre in
January 2020. The site was on
the UNESCO’s tentative list since
2014. Dholavira: a Harappan
city, is one of the very few well
preserved urban settlements in
South Asia dating from the 3rd to
mid-2nd millennium BCE.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
tweeted, “Absolutely delighted
by this news. Dholavira was an
important urban centre and
is one of our most important
www.eklines.com

linkages with our past. It is a
must visit, especially for those
interested in history, culture and
archaeology.”
G Kishan Reddy tweeted, “It gives
immense pride to share with my
fellow Indians that Dholavira is
now the 40th treasure in India
to be given @UNESCO World
Heritage tag. Another feather in
India’s cap as we now enter the
Super-40 club for World Heritage
Site inscriptions.”
With this successful nomination,
India has 40 world heritage
properties overall, which includes
32 cultural, 7 natural and one
mixed property. The Union
Minister for Culture was referring
to the countries that have 40
or more World Heritage sites
and apart from India, this now
contains Italy, Spain, Germany,
China and France. The Minister
also observed in his tweet how
India has added 10 new world
Heritage sites since 2014, and
this is testimony to the Prime
Minister’s steadfast commitment
in promoting Indian culture,
heritage and the Indian way of
life.
Dholavira the Harappan city,
is one of the very few well
preserved urban settlements
in South Asia dating from the
3rd to mid-2nd millennium
BCE. Being the 6th largest of
more than 1,000 Harappan
sites discovered so far, and
occupied for over 1,500 years,
Dholavira not only witnesses
the entire trajectory of the rise
SEPTEMBER 2021
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Ground, and a fortified Middle
Town and a Lower Town. A series
of reservoirs are found to the
east and south of the Citadel.
The great majority of the burials
in the Cemetery are memorial in
nature.

and fall of this early civilization
of humankind, but also
demonstrates its multifaceted
achievements in terms of
urban planning, construction
techniques, water management,
social governance and
development, art, manufacturing,
trading, and belief system. With
extremely rich artefacts, the well
preserved urban settlement of
Dholavira depicts a vivid picture
of a regional centre with its
distinct characteristics that also
contributes significantly to the
existing knowledge of Harappan
Civilization as a whole.
The property comprises two
parts: a walled city and a
cemetery to the west of the
city. The walled city consists of
a fortified Castle with attached
fortified Bailey and Ceremonial
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The configuration of the city of
Dholavira, during its heyday, is an
outstanding example of planned
city with planned and segregated
urban residential areas based on
possibly differential occupational
activities, and a stratified society.
Technological advancements
in water harnessing systems,
water drainage systems
as well architecturally and
technologically developed
features are reflected in the
design, execution, and effective
harnessing of local materials.
Unlike other Harappan
antecedent towns normally
located near to rivers and
perennial sources of water, the
location of Dholavira in the
island of Khadir was strategic to
harness different mineral and
raw material sources (copper,
shell, agate-carnelian, steatite,
lead, banded limestone, among
others) and to facilitate internal
as well as external trade to
the Magan (modern Oman
peninsula) and Mesopotamian
regions.
Dholavira is an exceptional
example of a proto-historic
Bronze Age urban settlement
pertaining to the Harappan
Civilization (early, mature and
late Harappan phases) and bears
Executive Knowledge Lines

evidence of a multi-cultural
and stratified society during
the 3rd and 2nd millennia BCE.
The earliest evidence can be
traced back to 3000 BCE during
the early Harappan phase
of the Harappan Civilization.
This city flourished for nearly
1,500 years, representing a
long continuous habitation.
The excavated remains clearly
indicate the origin of the
settlement, its growth, zenith
and the subsequent decline in
the form of continuous changes
in the configuration of the city,
architectural elements and
various other attributes.

unique position Dholavira held
in the entire gamut of Harappan
Civilization.
The expansive water
management system designed
to store every drop of water
available shows the ingenuity
of the people to survive
against the rapid geo-climatic
transformations. Water diverted
from seasonal streams, scanty
precipitation and available
ground was sourced, stored, in
large stone-cut reservoirs which
are extant along the eastern
and southern fortification. To
further access water, few rockcut wells, which date as one of
the oldest examples, are evident
in different parts of the city,
the most impressive one being
located in the citadel. Such
elaborate water conservation
methods of Dholavira is unique
and measures as one of the most
efficient systems of the ancient
world.

Dholavira is an outstanding
example of Harappan urban
planning, with its preconceived
city planning, multi-layered
fortifications, sophisticated
water reservoirs and drainage
system, and the extensive use
of stone as a building material.
These characteristics reflect the

SUDOKU-14
Why not give a small
exercise to your brain by
trying to solve this puzzle?
(Clue : Fill the given 9×9
grid with digits so that each
column, each row, and each
of the nine 3×3 subgrids
that compose the grid
contain all of the digits from
1 to 9.)
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Brand

CRAZY INVENTOR AND CREATOR
of One of the Most Popular Domestic Utility Items

G.B.Sharma

“Tupperware,” is a household
word across the globe.
Earl Silas Tupper, the creator
of this plastic airtight food
container was born in a farm in
Berlin, New Hampshire, U S on
July 28, 1907. His mother, Lulu
was a laundry worker and father,
Ernest, a good-natured farm
worker who lacked ambition and
remained an unsuccessful farmer.
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Enterprising young Earl was
different. At the age of ten,
he started selling the family’s
produce door-to-door. This was
his first business. At teenage,
the boy became impatient and
developed contempt for his
father’s lack of drive. Eventually
his parents set up a greenhouse
in Shirley, Massachusetts.
As a boy, he made devices that
Executive Knowledge Lines

made work in his family’s farm
and greenhouses easier. He
even earned a patent for a frame
used to dress chickens for sale.
The young Tupper also showed
salesmanship. He increased his
family’s income by selling poultry
and produce at doorsteps.

factory in Massachusetts. It
was a great place for him. After
working one year, Tupper bought
a few used moulding machines
and began making beads and
plastic containers for cigarettes
and soap. He called his company
Tupper Plastics.

Never good at academics,
Tupper barely graduated from
high school in 1925. Thereafter
he worked for his parents and
took on odd jobs. He also took
a series of correspondence
courses. While taking a course
in advertising, he concluded
that advertising was the wave
of the future, and he tried
unsuccessfully to get his parents
to be more aggressive about
marketing. He wanted them to
offer a “kiddies’ free playland” on
the grounds of their greenhouse
- an idea that was perhaps ahead
of its time.

In his free time Tupper had been
filling notebooks with scientific
inquiries, experiments, and
inventions. He fancied himself
to be a future Leonardo da
Vinci and pondered over a large
assortment of inventions.

After working for various
Massachusetts operations, he
branched out into tree surgery
and landscaping. From 1928
through the early 1930s, ‘Tupper
Tree Doctors’ ran a successful
landscaping and nursery
business. He married Marie
Whitcomb in 1931. However,
the Great Depression took its
toll, and the company became
bankrupt in 1936.
Later he shifted to the mailorder business, dealing in
toothbrushes, combs, and other
small items.
Tupper then joined one plastic
www.eklines.com

Plastics were still primitive.
They were brittle, slimy and
smelly. He wanted to refine it.
Tupper rose to the occasion and
applied his creative mind. He
invented a method to transform
polyethylene slag, a black,
malodorous by-product of the
crude oil refinement process,
into a plastic that was resilient,
solid, and grease-free, but also
clean, clear, and translucent.
This was a significant step
forward. Though everyone was
sceptical, he made the first of
the now famous Tupperware
bowls. He also invented a water
and airtight seal for the bowls,
and this heralded the making
of an extensive variety of plastic
storage containers for food.
Nevertheless, marketing the new
product was a challenge.
His Tupperware “wonderbowl” —
with its patented burping seal —
won design prizes. He advertised
widely and experimented with
SEPTEMBER 2021
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department store sales. But it did
not pick up. “In retail stores it fell
flat on its face.”
The public could not be
convinced easily. However, he
found out that two Stanley Home
Products sales representatives
were selling a large number of
his products through the novel
method of arranging parties at
households. They introduced
their products to homemakers
assembled at a “party” of a
hostess’ home. Mindful of his
own youthful door-to-door
sales success, Tupper met with
several Stanley distributors to
combine forces. The result was
‘Tupperware Home Parties’,
which is still the exclusive
distributor of Tupperware.
The idea was to demonstrate the
products in the home of a person
who sponsored a “Tupperware
party,” where all questions about
the products could be answered,
in a party-like social gathering.
The women played games and
could win prizes and the hostess
tried to recruit women to host
their own parties.
By the end of the 1950s,
Tupperware Parties were a
national phenomenon. The
“home party” sales technique
guaranteed Tupperware such
a unique and preeminent
status in the industry that its
trademark became practically an
international generic term.
The person who transformed
Tupperware into a marketing
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empire was Brownie Wise — a
single mother with no formal
business training. She had
started selling huge quantities
of Tupperware at home parties.
In 1951 Tupper invited her to
visit Massachusetts. The result:
decision to sell Tupperware
exclusively through home parties
and make Wise his company’s
vice president and head of sales.
While he continued to invent
and produce Tupperware in
Massachusetts, Wise became the
boss at Tupperware Home Partis
Inc. in Florida.
Brownie Wise and Earl Tupper
were an odd, but perfect,
match. She was flamboyant and
extroverted; he was reclusive
and secretive. She was good
with people; he was good with
machines. He knew how to
produce things, and she knew
how to sell them. The cultures
of the two companies, Tupper
Plastics and Tupperware Home
Parties, reflected their distinct
personalities. While Wise
prodded on her exuberant sales
force and engineered sales in
Florida, Tupper ran a tight ship
with no-nonsense engineers and
factory workers in New England.
People who worked closely with
Earl Tupper tell stories about his
eccentricities and perfectionism.
Tupper micromanaged his
factory, demanded the strictest
quality control, and had little
tolerance for human error. While
most factory owners paint the
corners of their factory floors
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black to hide dirt, Tupper painted
his bright white, to reveal every
speck of dirt.
Tupper designed every new
piece of Tupperware himself.
He worked closely with his most
trusted machine men.
For nearly eight years, Tupper
let Wise run the Tupperware
Home Party operation without
much interference. The company
grew, so did Wise’s celebrity.
News spread that Wise was
responsible for Tupperware’s
success, and that she could be
equally successful in selling
any product. Tupper felt that
visibility is mistaken for merit and
couldn’t stand it any longer.
In 1958, Earl Tupper
unceremoniously and abruptly
www.eklines.com

kicked Brownie Wise out of the
company. He didn’t give any
reasons. Within a year, Tupper
sold his business to Rexall Drug
Company for $16 million. He
divorced his wife and bought
himself an island in Central
America, and eventually moved
to Costa Rica, giving up his U.S.
citizenship to avoid taxes.
Tupper passed away in Costa
Rica on October 3rd, 1983, at the
age of 76.
The patents on many of his
classic Tupperware products ran
out in the 1980s, but his design
ideas still influence the plastics
industry, the food industry, and
the lives of people around the
world who store their food in
plastic containers with lids that
seal.
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Virology

COVID-19: AN UPDATE ON IMMUNITY,
VACCINE SAFETY AND EFFICACY &
BREAKTHROUGH INFECTION

Dr. P. Pushpangadan & T. P. Ijinu

(Editor’s Note : This is the third and the concluding part of the article published in
the previous two editions of EKL)

12. BREAKTHROUGH
INFECTION IN
COVID-19: i.e.,
INFECTION AFTER
VACCINATION
Virus-specific humoral (B-cell
mediated) and cellular (T-cell
mediated) immunity act
synergistically to protect the
host from viral infection. The
detailed mapping of immune
parameters in various studies
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showed that, there existing
heterogeneity of immune
responsiveness (variation in
outcomes between studies) to
SARS-CoV-2, from those with
high neutralising antibody level
and broad T-cell repertoires,
to the minority with barely
detectable immunity (Reynolds
et al., 2020, Science Immunology,
2020, 5: eabf3698). These very
low levels of immunity after
infection would be hard to
equate with protection from reinfection. In the contexts of both
Executive Knowledge Lines

natural infection and vaccination,
it will be crucial to track stability
of circulating and tissue-resident
T-cell memory over months and
years in humans and animal
models.
A total of 10,262 COVID-19
vaccine breakthrough infections
had been reported from 46
U.S. states and territories as of
April 30, 2021. Among these
cases, 6,446 (63%) occurred in
females, and the median patient
age was 58 years (interquartile
range = 40-74 years). Based
on preliminary data, 2,725
(27%) vaccine breakthrough
infections were asymptomatic,
995 (10%) patients were known
to be hospitalized, and 160
(2%) patients died. Among
the 995 hospitalized patients,
289 (29%) were asymptomatic
or hospitalized for a reason
unrelated to COVID-19. The
median age of patients who
died was 82 years (interquartile
range = 71-89 years); 28 (18%)
decedents were asymptomatic
or died from a cause unrelated
to COVID-19. RNA sequence
data were available from 555
(5%) reported cases, 356 (64%)
of which were identified as
SARS-CoV-2 variants of concern,
including B.1.1.7 (199; 56%),
B.1.429 (88; 25%), B.1.427 (28;
8%), P.1 (28; 8%), and B.1.351
(13; 4%) (CDC Report (Weekly /
May 28, 2021 / 70(21): 792–793).
Another study from Chicago
Department of Public Health,
USA describes 22 cases of
breakthrough infection among
www.eklines.com

over 14,000 fully vaccinated
health care workers. The
report also suggests that postvaccination breakthrough
infections are rare, but also
confirms that vaccines do not
offer 100% protection even in
nonimmunosuppressed hosts
(Teran et al. 2021, American
Journal of Transplantation, 21:
2290-2297). Hacisuleyman et al.
(2021, New England Journal of
Medicine) reported an incidence
of breakthrough infection of
0.5% in a cohort of 417 health
care workers who received both
doses of PFIZER or MODERNA
vaccines.
As per ICMR report on April
21, 2021, the prevalence
of re-infection is 4.5% and
breakthrough infection (after
vaccination) varies between
two to four in 10,000 cases.
So far, 0.04% (i.e., 4,208 from
93,56,436, just got first dose)
of people have tested positive
after the second dose of
COVAXIN and 0.03% (17,145
from 10,03,02,745, just got first
dose) after the second dose of
COVISHIELD. This too is mostly
among health and frontline
workers who were vaccinated on
priority but have occupational
exposure. A new report (Rana et
al., June 2, 2021, New England
Journal of Medicine) from
the Post Graduate Institute of
Medical Education and Research,
Chandigarh, shows 16 in every
1,000 fully vaccinated healthcare
workers develop such infections.
Also, among the healthcare
SEPTEMBER 2021
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workers who received both
doses and completed at least
14 days of follow-up after the
second dose, the incidence of
breakthrough infection was
1.6%. A study conducted by
CSIR-Institute of Genomics and
Integrative Biology and the
National Centre for Disease
Control, Delhi has demonstrated
that the Delta variant of SARSCoV-2 (B1.617.2) is capable of
very fast rising outbreaks and
vaccination breakthrough, as
seen in Delhi.

13. SOME OTHER
COVID-19 VACCINE
SAFETY CONCERNS

1. ANTIBODY-DEPENDENT
ENHANCEMENT (ADE) OF
IMMUNITY: Early in the
pandemic, scientists engaged
in a flurry of discussions about
the best way to construct
COVID-19 vaccines to ensure
their safety and efficacy. Some
of these discussions centered
on antibody-dependent
enhancement of immunity (ADE),
a potentially deadly immune
phenomenon seen with other
viral infections and vaccines (e.g.,
of such past incidents - dengue
vaccine in 2016; respiratory
syncytial virus in 1967; measles
vaccine in 1960). ADE sometimes
less precisely called immune
enhancement or disease
enhancement, is a phenomenon
in which binding of a virus to
suboptimal antibodies enhances
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its entry into host cells, followed
by its replication. ADE can
increase the severity of multiple
viral infections, including other
respiratory viruses such as
respiratory syncytial virus and
measles. So far, there have
been no concrete reports of
ADE with COVID-19 vaccines.
Current COVID-19 vaccines were
developed to protect against
the original strain of SARSCoV-2 that became dominant
worldwide. As more variants
arise, scientists have raised
questions about whether one of
these could become different
enough to cause ADE.
2. VACCINE-ASSOCIATED
ENHANCED RESPIRATORY
DISEASE (VAERD): Notably,
this has not been described in
current reports of SARS-CoV-2
vaccine phase III trials.
3. RNA-based vaccines are a new
platform, so there is no existing
data on long term safety.
All of these issues have
been instructive. It is an
uncomfortable truth that
SCIENCE evolves. We learn as we
go. And sometimes that learning
process comes with a human
cost. Vaccination remains
a highly positive procedure
to maintain the health of
populations; SCIENCE requires
that careful study continues to
add to our knowledge and to
maintain public confidence in
the vaccine enterprise.
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Q&A

1. Natural vs vaccine
mediated immunity for
COVID-19: Which one is
more effective?

According to Professor Vincent
R. Racaniello (A renowned
Virologist / Higgins Professor in
the Department of Microbiology
and Immunology at Columbia
University’s College of Physicians
and Surgeons), there is no one
answer because every virus is
slightly different. For example,
the human papillomavirus, the
vaccines we have make amazing
immunity, better than immunity
we get from natural infection.
And we end up having great
mucosal immunity, which is
what we need there. On the
other hand, other vaccines allow
infection without disease. Of
course, the polio vaccines were
only tested to prevent polio, not
to prevent infection. So if people
are making a blanket statement
that natural infection is always
better, that’s not always correct.
It really depends on the virus.

2. How long after the
second shot one needs
to wait before its effects
have reached full
potency?
As no studies followed the
people who dropped after the
first shot, we do not actually
know how actually important is
www.eklines.com

the booster. Pre-clinical studies
which measured the level of
antibodies demonstrated it has
a definitive effect but we do not
really know yet how it translates
to clinic.

3. Is it safe to get the
COVID-19 vaccine if I
have COVID-19?

The CDC recommends waiting
until symptoms go away and
are no longer isolating. If one
happen to be infected, but
doesn’t know because they have
not yet developed symptoms or
they have an infection without
symptoms, the vaccine is not
likely to be harmful. It would
increase our body’s immune
response against the virus.

4. Covid-19 vaccines
and reported adverse
events?

It’s closer to 90% did have an
adverse events. For Moderna,
84-89% had a local event and
55-79% had a systemic reaction
(the lower numbers are from
after dose. Pfizer’s numbers were
slightly lower. If they would have
combined local with systemic to
look at the percentage with any
event, the percentages would
have been even higher. Johnson
& Johnson and AstraZeneca
have not yet reported their AEs
(except for serious ones) for their
phase III data but from looking
at phase I/II, the numbers appear
similar. Johnson & Johnson
SEPTEMBER 2021
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will have a somewhat lower
percentage because they are
only using a single dose. Elderly
have fewer AEs than younger
groups. As per the ICMR & CDC
reports it is clear that most of
the COVID-19 vaccines adverse
events are very similar to earlier
vaccines, except very few reports
of anaphylaxis, blood clot etc.

5. Whether the
current vaccines
reduce infections and
transmissions?

The initial data supports that
there is 95% reduction in
infection associated severe
diseases. The COVISHIELD phase
III data indicated a decrease of
around 50% in the total number
of infections. And in terms of
overall data, COVISHIELD is the
least effective of the vaccines
currently being administered.
But very recently a study showed
COVISHIELD produced more
antibodies when compared
to COVAXIN. Both vaccines
elicited immune response and
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the seropositivity rates to antispike antibody were significantly
higher in COVISHIELD recipient
compared to COVAXIN after
the first dose (Singh et al., 2021,
medRxiv).

6. SARS-CoV-2 variants
(mutants) & vaccine
efficacy

We do not know whether a
SARS-CoV-2 vaccine, based
on strains isolated in 2019 and
2020, will protect against SARSCoV-2 strains circulating in 2021
or 2022. There are thousands
of different variants of SARSCoV-2 circulating across the
world. Normally viruses mutate
all the time and most changes
are inconsequential. Some even
harm the virus. But others can
make the disease more infectious
or threatening - and these
mutations tend to dominate.
The identified most potent
SARS-CoV-2 variants (variants of
concern) include 1. The India or
Delta variant (B.1.617.2) of which
more than 12,000 cases reported
Executive Knowledge Lines

across the UK; 2. The UK, Kent or
Alpha variant (B.1.1.7) is prevalent
in Britain - with more than 200,000
cases identified - and has spread
to more than 50 countries and
appears to be mutating again; 3.
The South Africa or Beta variant
(B.1.351) has been identified in at
least 20 other countries, & 4. The
Brazil or Gamma variant (P.1) has
spread to more than 10 countries.
Sequence variation in SARS-CoV-2
strains appears to be eight- to tenfold lower than influenza A and
many hundred-fold lower than
HIV type 1 (Korber et al., 2011,
British Medical Bulletin, 58: 19-42;
Dearlove et al., 2020, Proceedings
of the National Academy of
Sciences of the United States of
America, 117: 23652-23662). This
might mean that today’s vaccines
might protect against SARS-CoV-2
strains in the future, but we do
not have sufficient evidence to
say that either new introductions
or genetic drift might produce a
variant virus requiring a different
vaccine. A study conducted by
Edara et al. (2021, Journal of the
American Medical Association,
325: 1896-1898) in participants
who had previously been
either vaccinated (MODERNA)
or infected and were again
exposed to four variants of the
coronavirus, found that infection
and vaccine induced immunity
may be retained against the
B.1.1.7 variant. Findings suggest
that antibodies that can fight the
infection triggered by vaccination
(Pfizer) or past infection may be
somewhat less effective against
www.eklines.com

B.1.617.2 (Wall et al., 2021,
Lancet). However in another
study, it is found that the Pfizer 2
dose effectiveness reduced from
93.4% with B.1.1.7 to 87.9% with
B.1.617.2; and the AstraZeneca
2 dose effectiveness reduced
from 66.1% with B.1.1.7 to 59.8%
with B.1.617.2 (Bernal et al. 2021,
medRxiv).
Pfizer showed 90% against
B.1.1.7 in Qatar and 75% against
B.1.351 in Qatar; Janssen showed
74% in U.S, 66% in Brazil (69%
of cases from P.2) and 52% in
South Africa (95% of cases from
B.1.351); Novavax showed 96%
against non-B.1.1.7 in UK, 86%
against B.1.1.7 in UK and 51%
against B.1.351 in South Africa;
AstraZeneca showed 84% against
non-B.1.1.7 in UK, 75% against
B.1.1.7 in UK and 10% against
B.1.351 in South Africa (AbuRadad et al., May 5, 2021, New
England Journal of Medicine;
Shinde et al., 2021, New England
Journal of Medicine, 384: 18991909; Madhi et al., 2021, New
England Journal of Medicine,
384: 1885-1898; Emary et al.,
2021, Lancet, 397, 1351-1362).
Data suggest the Pfizer vaccine
can protect against the new
variants, although slightly
less effectively (Kustin et al.,
2021, medRxiv; Xie et al., 2021,
bioRxiv). Data from the OxfordAstraZeneca vaccine team
suggests that, it protects just as
well against the Alpha variant.
It offers less protection against
the Beta variant - but should still
protect against severe illness
SEPTEMBER 2021
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(Emary et al., 2021, Lancet, 397,
1351-1362). A recent study
suggests the Gamma variant may
resist antibodies in people who
have recovered from COVID-19
before (Sabino et al., Lancet, 397:
452-455). Some early results
suggest the MODERNA vaccine is
effective against the Beta variant,
although the immune response
triggered may be weaker and
shorter-lived (https://investors.
modernatx.com/ January 25,
2021).

would probably be the most
straightforward step in dealing
with variants. More challenging
will be deciding when and how to
deploy COVID-19 vaccines 2.0.

7. Why there is death due
to COVID-19?

There is growing evidence that
two strong correlates of tissue
damage in severe cases are
lymphopenia (Wang et al., 2020,
Journal of the American Medical
Association, 323: 1061-1069) and
the degree of viral dissemination
We must not put off getting
(Li et al., 2020, Lancet, 295:
vaccinated because of our
1517-1520). The severe phase
concerns about new variants,
of the disease may be caused
and we must proceed with
by direct viral tissue damage –
vaccination even if the vaccines
viral sepsis – rather than by the
may be somewhat less effective
(acquired) immune response to
against some of the COVID-19
the virus. T cell depletion (both
virus variants. We need to
CD4+ and CD8+ T-cells) in the
use the tools we that have in
blood is a prominent feature
hand even while we continue
of severe COVID-19 (Qin et al.,
to improve those tools. We
2020, Clinical Infectious Diseases,
are all safe only if everyone is
71: 762-768). Lymphopenia was
safe. According to Professor Dr
observed in 61% of patients with
Gagandeep Kang, FRS, the only
way to decrease variants is not to pneumonia caused by influenza
stop vaccination, but to increase A virus H1N1 (Gu et al. 2005,
Journal of Experimental Medicine,
it to stop virus circulation and
202, 415-424). This is likely to
replication! It is seen from
contribute significantly to the
effectiveness and impact
failure to limit the virus replication,
studies that vaccination reduces
with consequent widespread viral
viral replication in individuals
dissemination and secondary
and decreases transmission
inflammatory consequences. A
in communities, effectively
machine learning study identified
decreasing the overall viral load
in the community and the world. three predictors of mortality in
COVID-19 patients includes lactic
Experts believe that we need to
dehydrogenase (LDH) activity,
be prepared to make alterations
lymphopenia, and C-reactive
in the existing vaccines to deal
protein (CRP) (Yan et al., 2020,
with variants that emerge.
Nature Machine Intelligence,
Modifying the present vaccines
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2: 283-288). LDH and CRP are
markers of inflammation and
tissue damage.
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Humour

The lawyer tells the accused, “I have
some good news and some bad
news.”
“What’s the bad news?” asks the
accused.

Laugh It
Away

“The bad news is, your blood is all
over the crime scene, and the DNA
tests prove you did it.”

The 85-year-old man was rushed
to the hospital with high fever.
The doctor asked him a series of
questions:

“Your cholesterol is 130.”

“I’m at Noble Hospital.”

In the course of my picnic as a
tourist, I stopped at a Tourism
Welcome center to pick up a state
map. I found plenty of brochures
but no maps. Then I spotted two
employees and asked whether they
had any.

“Mumbai.”

“What’s the good news?”

“Sure,” said the first guy. “I’ll get
you one.”
As he walked to the back, the
second guy explained,

“We keep them in the storage
room. If we leave them out on the
counter, people just come in and
take them.
An Air Force Officer was
complaining about how spell-check
changes the meaning of e-mails,
when he narrated this story: He’d
sent a message to 300 of his
personnel addressed to “Dear Sirs
and Ma’ams.” It was received as
“Dear Sirs and Mamas.”
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“Do you know where you are?”
“Which city are you in?”
“Do you know who I am?”
“Dr.Mehta.”

The old man then turned to the nurse
and said, “I hope he doesn’t ask me
any more questions.”
“Why?” she asked.

“Because all of those answers were
on his badge.”
A defendant isn’t happy with how
things are going in court, so he gives
the judge a hard time.
Judge: “Where do you work?”
Defendant: “Here and there.”

Judge: “What do you do for a living?”
Defendant: “This and that.”
Judge: “Take him away.”

Defendant: “Wait; when will I get
out?”
Judge: “Sooner or later.”
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Medical Science

Medical Updates
More evidence that a plant-based diet
protects heart health

Two recent observational
studies looked at the
cardiovascular health of
people who incorporated
more plant-based foods
into their diets. One study
followed participants for
32 years and found that
people with more plantbased diets had lower
rates of heart disease.
The other study focused
on women’s health and
learned that women in the postmenopausal stage of life with more
plant-centered diets also had a reduced risk of heart issues.
The study observed that a nutritionally rich plant-centered diet is
beneficial for cardiovascular health. A plant-centered diet is not
necessarily vegetarian. It suggested that eople can choose among
plant foods that are as close to natural as possible, not highly
processed and that individuals can include animal products in
moderation from time to time, such as non-fried poultry, non-fried
fish, eggs, and low fat dairy
The study appears in the ‘Journal of the American Heart Association’.
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Chemical in essential oils may treat
Parkinson’s disease
A progressive loss of dopamineproducing nerves in the brain causes
the difficulties with movement
and cognition that characterize
Parkinson’s disease. A study has
found that farnesol, which people
use in perfumery and is a component
of many essential oils, preserves
dopamine nerves in a mouse model
of Parkinson’s. Researchers have
not yet determined the safety and
efficacy of farnesol as a treatment in
humans.

The compound, called farnesol, occurs naturally in plants and is a
component of several essential oils, including citronella, lemongrass,
and balsam. It has long featured as an ingredient in the manufacture
of perfumes. The compound is also widespread in animal tissues.
The new research appears in ‘Science Translational Medicine’.

Sleep apnea may almost double the
risk of sudden death

Obstructive sleep apnea has become a globally prevalent health
concern. Recent literature estimates that more than 1 billion
individualsTrusted Source experience this chronic sleep disorder. A
study by Penn State College of Medicine in Hershey, which appears
in BMJ Open Respiratory Research, found that those who receive a
diagnosis of obstructive sleep apnea are at a significantly greater
risk of dying suddenly than those who do not have the condition.
The study showed that individuals with obstructive sleep apnea
were approximately twice as likely to experience sudden death than
those who did not have the sleep condition. The study also identified
that obstructive sleep apnea resulted in a nearly twofold risk of
cardiovascular death that increased with age.
The word apnea means “without breath.” During obstructive sleep
apnea, there is a reduction or complete blockage of airflow during
sleep. This sleep disturbance manifests itself in various ways,
including excessive daytime sleepiness, fatigue, heavy snoring, and
non-refreshing sleep.
www.eklines.com
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Eating more plant foods may lower
heart disease risk in young adults,
older women

Eating more nutritious, plant-based
foods is heart-healthy at any age,
according to two research studies
published today in the Journal of the
American Heart Association, an open
access journal of the American Heart
Association. Eating a plant-centered
diet during young adulthood is
associated with a lower risk of heart
disease in middle age, according to a long-term study with about 30
years of follow-up. A separate study with about 15 years of follow-up
found that eating more plant-based foods that have been shown to
lower cholesterol, called the ‘Portfolio Diet’, is associated with lower
risk of cardiovascular disease in postmenopausal women.

‘Neuroprosthesis’ restores words to
man with paralysis

Researchers
have successfully
developed a ‘speech
neuroprosthesis’ that
has enabled a man
with severe paralysis
to communicate in
sentences, translating
signals from his brain
to the vocal tract
directly into words that
appear as text on a
screen.

The achievement,
which was developed in collaboration with the first participant of a
clinical research trial, builds on more than a decade of effort by UCSF
neurosurgeon Edward Chang, MD, to develop a technology that
allows people with paralysis to communicate even if they are unable
to speak on their own. The study appears in the New England Journal
of Medicine.
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Do some diabetes drugs reduce the
risk of Alzheimer’s?
People taking certain drugs
to lower blood sugar for type
2 diabetes had less amyloid
in the brain, a biomarker of
Alzheimer’s disease, when
compared to both people
with type 2 diabetes not
taking the drugs and people
without diabetes. The new
study also found people taking
these drugs, called dipeptidyl
peptidase-4 inhibitors, showed
slower cognitive decline than people in the other two groups.

Watch for Eye Problems in Kids Born
to Mothers With Diabetes
Kids born to mothers
with diabetes might
see eye problems by
early adulthood, a
new study suggested.
In a nationwide
cohort study of
Danish motheroffspring pairs,
children who were
prenatally exposed to
diabetes had a 39%
increased risk for
developing high refractive error in the eyes by age 25.

Compared with offspring unexposed to diabetes, kids born to
mothers with diabetes had an overall 0.72% higher cumulative
incidence difference (95% CI 0.51-0.94%). This included mothers
with type 1 diabetes, type 2 diabetes, and gestational diabetes, the
authors explained in Diabetologia. However, the risk for developing
this common eye problem, which prevents the eye from properly
focusing images on the retina, was highest for offspring born to
mothers with type 2 diabetes.
www.eklines.com
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News Reel

QSim- India’s first
Quantum Computer
Simulator Toolkit

Ministry of Electronics and
Information Technology (MeitY)
has launched the India’s first
‘Quantum Computer Simulator
(QSim) Toolkit’. QSim is the firstof-its-kind toolkit, indigenously
developed in India. It is meant
to be a vital tool of learning
and understanding the practical
aspects of programming with the
help of Quantum Computers. It
will thus bring about a new era
of Quantum Computing research
in India. This toolkit has been
developed jointly by scientists
of IIT Roorkee, C-DAC and IISc
Bangalore with the support and
funding of MeitY.
This toolkit was launched in
order to enable researchers
and students to do research
in Quantum Computing in a
cost-effective manner. It allows
researchers and students to
write and debug Quantum Code
which is essential to develop
Quantum Algorithms. It can
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serve as the essential educational
and research tool to provide an
excellent way to attract students
and researchers towards the
Quantum Technology. QSim
creates a platform which will
help students and users to
acquire skills of programming
and designing real Quantum
Hardware.

Bharat series
(BH-series): New
Registration Mark

Government of India has
introduced a new registration
mark under the Bharat Series
(BH-Series) for new vehicles.
The new registration mark was
launched in order to facilitate
seamless transfer of vehicles. This
citizen-centric, IT-based solution
for vehicle registration was
launched for facilitating mobility.
Vehicle with this registration
mark will not require assignment
of any new registration mark
when owner of the vehicle
shifts from one state to other.
Executive Knowledge Lines

Vehicle registration facility under
this series will be available on
voluntary basis to Defense
personnel, employees of Central
or State Government, Central or
State Public Sector Undertakings
and private sector companies
or organizations, having their
offices across four or more
States or Union territories. Motor
vehicle tax will be levied for two
years or in multiple of two. After
completing fourteenth year, this
tax will be levied annually and it
will be half the amount that was
charged earlier for that vehicle.

India overtakes
US to become 2nd
Most attractive
Manufacturing Hub

According to real estate
consultant Cushman amp,
Wakefield, India has overtaken
the United States (US) to
become second-most attractive
manufacturing destination
internationally.
India’s improvement is driven
mainly by cost competitiveness.
Ranking got switched due
to plant relocations from
China to other parts of Asia
www.eklines.com

towards already established
base in pharma, chemicals and
engineering sectors. China
maintains its number one
position according to 2021
Global Manufacturing Risk
Index. This index assessed the
most advantageous locations
for global manufacturing across
47 countries in Europe, AsiaPacific and the Americas. In the
year 2020, US was at second
position while India was at third.
US has slipped to third position.
It is followed by Canada, Czech
Republic, Indonesia, Lithuania,
Thailand, Malaysia and Poland.
Improvement in India’s ranking
indicates that manufacturers are
showing growing interest in India
as a preferred manufacturing hub
as compared to other countries,
including the US and countries
in APAC region. Focus is shifting
towards India because of its
operating conditions and cost
competitiveness. Furthermore,
India’s proven success in meeting
outsourcing requirements has
helped in improving the ranking
year on year.

Religious Tourism:
PM Modi
inaugurates multiple
projects in Somnath
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
virtually inaugurated and laid
foundation stone of multiple
projects in Somnath on August
20. Inaugurated projects include
the Somnath Promenade,
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reconstructed temple precinct
of Old (Juna) Somnath and
Somnath Exhibition Centre.
While inaugurating the projects,
PM highlighted that, India needs
to strengthen religious tourism.
It will provide employment to
youth and enable them to get
knowledge about our past.
Prime Minister also laid the
foundation stone for Shree
Parvati Temple on the occasion.
This temple is proposed to
be constructed with a total
outlay of Rupees 30 crore. It
comprises of construction of
temple in Sompura Salats Style,
development of Garbha Griha
and a Nritya Mandap.
Somnath temple is situated
in Veraval (Somnath City),
Saurashtra on the western
coast of Gujarat. This temple
is believed to be the first of
twelve Jyotirlinga shrines
of Shiva. The temple is an
important pilgrimage and tourist
spot of Gujarat. It has been
reconstructed multiple times
in the past following repeated
destruction by Muslim invaders
and rulers. Temple in its present
form was reconstructed in
Chaulukya style of Hindu temple
architecture. Its construction
was completed in May 1951.
Its construction was started on
the orders of Home Minister of
India Vallabhbhai Patel. Current
chairman of Somnath Mandir
trust is Prime Minister Narendra
Modi.
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Name of the Veraval city was
changed to Somnath city
on March 30, 2021. It is a
municipality and headquarters of
Gir Somnath district in Gujarat.
This city is the hub of fishing
industries in India.

BRICS deal on
cooperation in
remote sensing
satellite data sharing

BRICS Nations- Brazil, Russia,
India, China and South Africasigned a deal for cooperation
in remote sensing satellite data
sharing. According to the Indian
Space Research Organisation
(ISRO), this deal will enable the
space agencies of BRICS nation
to build a virtual constellation
of specified remote sensing
satellites through which ground
stations will receive data. This
agreement was signed on August
18, 2021 under India’s BRICS
Chairship.
BRICS nations are the major
emerging economies who are
known for their significant
influence on regional affairs.
Executive Knowledge Lines

Government of BRICS have been
meeting annually since 2009
at formal summits. 12th BRICS
summit was the latest edition
which was hosted by Russia on
November 17, 2020 virtually
amid the COVID-19 pandemic.
Bilateral relation between BRICS
nations is conducted on the basis
of non-interference, equality,
and mutual benefit. Existence of
the BRICS group does not signify
any formal or informal alliance
as there are several economic,
territorial, and political disputes
among the five members.

National Vehicle
Scrappage Policy
launched

Prime Minister Narendra Modi
launched the National Vehicle
Scrappage Policy on August 13,
2021. The policy is also dubbed
as “voluntary vehicle-fleet
modernisation programme”.
This programme aims to
modernise India’s “vehicular
population”. It also seeks to
remove unfit vehicles from roads
in an environment-friendly and
scientific manner. It is in line
with India’s goal for 21st century
www.eklines.com

to achieve a clean, congestionfree and convenient mobility. It
seeks to create a viable circular
economy and bring value for all
stakeholders. Under the policy,
vehicles will be scientifically
tested through authorised and
automated centres before it is
finally scrapped.
The policy has several economic
and environmental benefits.
It will play a big role in
modernising and phasing out
the old polluting vehicles in an
environment friendly manner.
This policy of modernity in
mobility will reduce the burden
of travel and transportation. It
will also promote self-reliance
of India in the auto sector
and metal sector. According
to the Union Road Transport
and Highways Minister, Nitin
Gadkari, currently, India has
10 million cars without valid
fitness parameters that adds to
pollution and fuel costs. Thus,
replacement of old vehicles will
positively benefit environment.
It will generate about 50000
generate direct and indirect
employment.
Commercial vehicles with age of
15 years and personal vehicles
with age of 20 years old have
been marked for scrapping
irrespective of whether they
run on diesel or petrol. These
vehicles would be scrapped if
they fail an automated fitness
test following which these will be
deregistered.
SEPTEMBER 2021
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REFLECTION
Peace, The Panacea

A

n eye for eye only ends up making the whole world blind.
– Mahatma Gandhi

Among all famous Mahatma Gandhi quotes, this one stands
out. The world has grown tired of violence and terrorism.
What purpose do they serve? In the end, how will all
terrorists die? With hatred in their hearts.
No former generation has had to experience so much bad
news as we face today; this constant awareness of fear
and tension should make any sensitive and compassionate
person ponder seriously about the progress of our modern
world.
Peace is a state of non-suffering as well as a celebration of
life. Without it, the destructive tendencies of human species
will continue to inch us closer to catastrophe. For years world
leaders and great organizations fought for sustainable peace.
Peace is the desire of every beating heart. Peace is the
bold, courageous and ultimate response to the notion that
violence provides any viable solution for the conflicts of our
world. Where war destroys and tears apart, peace builds,
strengthens and restores.
Science and technology have contributed immensely to the
overall experience of humankind; to our material comfort and
well-being and to our greater understanding of the world we
live in. There is no doubt about the increase in our material
progress and technology, but somehow this is not sufficient
as we have not yet succeeded in bringing about peace and
happiness or in overcoming suffering.
One is often forced to ponder whether there is something
seriously wrong with our progress and development, and
if we do not check it in time there could be disastrous
consequences for the future of humanity.
Any concern about the present worldwide moral crisis is
justified. Our societies have to become more compassionate,
just, and equitable.
One nation’s problems can no longer be satisfactorily solved
by itself alone; too much depends on the interest, attitude,
and co-operation of other nations. A universal humanitarian
approach to world problems seems the only sound basis for
world peace.
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